
Project brief:
Integrating energy sufficiency into modelling of sustainable energy

scenarios
The project was funded by the Baltic-Nordic Energy Research Program and took place 2020-2022. The project partners
were Green Liberty (Latvia), INFORSE Europe (Denmark), Lithuanian Energy Institute (Lithuania) and Aalborg
University (Denmark). The project was coordinated by Aalborg University. The project had an observer group with
members from AirClim (Sweden), Finnish Nature Conservation Society (Finland), Naturvernforbundet (Norway),
Association négawatt (France), and Stockholm Environmental Institute (Tallinn Office, Estonia).

The project objectives were:
1. Integrate sufficiency aspects into energy modelling tools applied for development of sustainable energy scenarios

2. Develop modified Danish, Latvian and Lithuanian national sustainable energy scenarios, which build upon the
combination of sufficiency, efficiency and renewable energy 

3. Create national policy dialogues among public and private actors in the Nordic and Baltic countries about energy
scenarios that include demand changes from a sufficiency perspective and discuss the feasibility of these scenarios
and the possibilities and limitations for socio-economic and regulatory changes to move towards these scenarios

4. Disseminate the methodology for integration of sufficiency into energy modelling tools and scenarios and the
experiences with developing and applying these to Nordic and Baltic stakeholders and to scientific journals

The following reports are available from the project:

Systematisation of experiences with energy sufficiency initiatives (Work package 2):
The report presents the applied understanding of energy sufficiency in the project and gives a literature-based overview
of energy sufficiency actions within energy consumption in households and within mobility respectively. Furthermore,
the report presents data which enables integration of sufficiency actions into energy modelling.

Integration of sufficiency into energy modelling tools ((Work package 3):
The report describes how sufficiency-based changes in energy demand within energy consumption in households and
within mobility can be quantified at national level and can be included using exogenous and endogenous modelling
approaches by using EnergyPlan and MESSAGE modelling tools.

Development of adjusted national sustainable energy scenarios (Work package 4):
The report analyses how much energy sufficiency measures can contribute to the reduction of national greenhouse gas
emissions. The report presents revised national sustainable energy scenarios for Denmark, Latvia and Lithuania based
on the EnergyPlan and MESSAGE modelling tools with the integration of energy sufficiency.

National policy dialogues (Work package 5):
The report presents a developed concept of national policy workshops aiming at exploring how policy measures can
influence preferences for sufficiency-based reductions of energy consumption. Furthermore, the report presents the
experiences from the national policy dialogues organised in Denmark, Latvia and Lithuania.

Dissemination to other Nordic and Baltic countries (Work package 6):
The report presents the experiences from a two-day workshop with dissemination of perspectives on and methods
within energy sufficiency to Baltic and Nordic countries developed in the project. Furthermore, the report presents the
joint cross-national discussions and experience sharing among the participants at the workshop. Finally, the report
presents ideas for further research and knowledge development within energy sufficiency.

The reports can be requested by sending an email to the project coordinator Michael Søgaard Jørgensen, Department of
Planning, Aalborg University at msjo@plan.aau.dk
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